
 

EQUIPMENT REVIEW FORM 
 

 
Please use this form to write your review. Feel free to write as much as you think necessary.  

If you need more space, you can use overleaf or attach another sheet. 
 

Reviewer(s) name Artaine Harte 

Business name (where relevant) Gloucestershire Small Animal Physiotherapy 

Business activity  

Address c/o The Sidings Veterinary Surgery Sheep Street, Cirencester,           
GL7 1QW 

 

Telephone 07954 629743 Email artaine@gloucsap.co.uk 

 

Product name: Step System (prototype) 

Purpose: To provide therapists the means to present patients with size appropriate, secure, stable 
changes in height within controlled environment. The Step System may be used in conjunction with 
the SafeRocker+ 

Description: The Step System comprises of blocks of high density foam with fine ribbed rubbed 
matting fixed to the top and bottom faces. The full system includes two blocks 100 x 50cm and four 
blocks 50 x 50cm. All are 7cm deep. The blocks can be arranged in a wide range of ways. The ribbed 
matting prevents slippage and locks the blocks together when stacked. 

 

What do you think about the concept – does it address a need and /or fill a gap in the 
equipment currently available?  
I have seen nothing on the market which matches its versatility or usefulness. The step system is a 
stable adaptable set of equipment, which can be used for multiple functions 
 
 

Why did you volunteer to write this review/ test the prototype? 
As there is a necessity for good quality functional animal rehabilitation equipment and the step system 
bridges that gap, also BDB Co produces equipment of high quality 
 

How did you use the equipment? 
For early, mid stage and end stage rehabilitation. As conditioning and strengthening equipment, for 
rehabilitating animals as well as sporting dogs.  
When looking to concentrate on specific limb strengthening i.e. thoracic limbs.  
As a raised platform when carrying out assisted sit to stands to aid achieving a quality tuck sit. 
As an introduction to steps progressing to sets of steps 

What conditions would you use it to treat? 
Neurological/Orthopaedic conditions,  
where joint flexion and extension is necessary i.e. hip dysplasia 
For core strengthening  



CCLR (post op and conservative management (mid to end stages),  
Osteoarthritis, fracture post op rehab,  
Soft tissue rehab. 
Infaspinatus contracture post op,  
Luxating patella (conservatively managed/post op (mid to end stage),  
General strengthening,  
Proprioception/balance training 
On either end of the SafeRocker+ to extend the functional benefits of both pieces of equipment. 
For conditioning,- on top of the SafeRocker+ to provide an increase in the intensity of the exercise 

What situations would you avoid using it for? 
Where extension and flexion are contra-indicated 

What did you like about this item? 
The versatility and flexibility of the blocks, they are multi functional, as they can be stand alone 
equipment, used together or added to other equipment to increase their usefulness 
It’s also easy to stack for storage. 

What do you think could be improved? 
Unsure as I have not seen the finished article. 
 

What didn’t you like about the product? 
I don’t think there is anything to dislike. 

Overall rating (out of 10) and why: 
10 for its useful versatility which covers a broad spectrum of exercises. 
 

Price: £339 whole system £174.80 half system £46 85 x 50cm block £87.75 100 x 50cm block 

Do you think it represents value for money? 
The fact that it can be purchase in modular units makes it much more affordable, its usefulness does 
mean it is a valuable tool, if the cost could be reduced it would make it more attractive. 
 

Would you recommend it to other therapists and if so, why? 
Certainly would recommend the step system to fellow therapists and agility trainers as it would make a 
great addition to their rehab set up, not only as a set of steps but for the other exercises which it can 
be used for. 
 

What did you think about the materials and manufacturing quality of the product? Ie design, 
etc. 
 
Prototype tested, not production version 
 

 

Your biographical details with emphasis on dog-related activities 
Animal Physiotherapist, Canine Manual therapist, Agility competitor. 
 

Are you willing for your comments to be quoted and attributed to you on websites or social 
media – delete as applicable 
Yes 
 
 

Please return to:  
Dru Ross, Big Dog Bed Company Ltd, 41 Bradley Road, Nuffield,  
Henley-on-Thames Tel 01491 818460, Email. 
info@bigdogbedcompany.co.uk 


